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The Bath and Body Book  Are you ready to jump in to the delightful world of artisanal home-made

body crafts?Family Tradition Publishing Presents the all-in-one guide for DIY body and bath treats!
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Don't get me wrong, this book is lovely in that it contains recipes for DIY beauty and spa things that

we are all looking for when we stumble upon this book.Those recipes however are what drove me to

my 3/5 rating. The recipes jump all over the place from standard to metric, back and forth through

the whole books. On recipe will be in oz, while one is in cups and another in mg or ml... Not really

sure where the author was going with that because it reads off like it's just a bunch of recipes copied

from other sources and jumbled into one location.The collection of recipes is appreciated but the

jumbled mess that isn't standardized for one method or the other is a bit hassle some when you

have to randomly convert a recipe from one to the other.Aside from that if you are looking for a

collection of nice recipes this is a great book, just be warned that it isn't all in one set measuring



world.

I like this book. I have the kindle edition. If there is an occasion, there is a recipe. This book is

loaded with recipes. There is even helpful hints and tips at the end of each chapter; that is one thing

that sets this book apart from the others. Helpful & "why didn't I think of that" hints and tips. For 400

pages, there is quiet a bit of information in this book. IF your looking for a recipe for bath bombs,

scrubs or body butters, this is the book for you. I was amazed at the difference in the recipes for

each chapter/section. I consider this book a keeper. Would also make a great gift for someone who

likes to make there own bath goodies.

I am so excited to have this book. I have silicone molds and want to make some bath bombs for

presents. This book has recipes for them and more. I have made body butters with other recipes

and now I can try out some new ones. Since I don't have a few of the essential ingredients, I have to

get to the store for some of the supplies but the book clearly outlines all that is necessary. There is

also a section for homemade bath salts & body scrubs. I like to be able to make gifts from

ingredients that I have around the house. Homemade gifts make a great statement of personally

caring for other people and it's economical, too..

This is a great book for any beginner for DIY natural products. It gives you step by step instructions

on what you will need, and how much you will need. There are so many recipes, you have a huge

selection to choose from. I enjoy these very will, and am excited to make more. They are easy to

follow.

This book is an easy to read and has a natural flow that makes it a joy to read. I really like how each

chapter starts of with giving you a basic list of ingredients and tools needed to make each recipe.

Gradually goes into adding more each recipe so you don't get overwhelmed and end up with a 2

page shopping list!This one is a keeper!CShort

I love bath bombs!I have bought some bath bombs before and they are wonderful, but then can be

quite expensive.Now you can make your own by reading this book.You probably have most of the

ingredients already, and if you don't they are easy to find and are very affordable.I like how she

shows us you can even use plastic Easter eggs as mold. I would have never though of that!You can

add your favorite essential oils, herbs and flagrance to your bath bombs. You can tint it to make it



pretty, too.You can even substitute lemon koolaid (in little envelops with no sugar) for citric acid.I am

making tons of them so I can make some nice baskets as gifts.There are tons of recipes and easy

to follow instructions in this book.Who knew it was so easy to make your own bath bombs!Nice craft

project for the family, too.

Very helpful for the beginner in essential oil and bath products concoctions. Recommend.

Educational for ingredients what each is good for : ie antibacterial purposes.
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